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Porn Poison
Sin makes you sick. Porn makes you sicker.
The other night, far from home, I had to alter a plane ticket in the wee hours. A couple days earlier,
I had disassembled the porn filter on my computer (which I absolutely need to stay off the rot) in
order to use the Internet in a foreign land. A thought inflamed my feverish little brain as I
rescheduled my flight: ‘You are a free man on the Internet--explore what you will…’
All such roads go down and down. After a few minutes of surfing the slime, I was so sickened by
the empty, agitated look of lust on every player that I heaved my computer onto the other side of
the room and sought without success to sleep. I felt seasick, like I was rolling on board an
undulating tanker. Snippets of sex opened the eyes of my heart to see a host of folks in this
nightmarish home porn flick. I had not poisoned myself in a long time. The distance made me
sicker.
I gave up sleep and sat upright to stop the spinning, the moral nausea. I stood alone with dirty
hands and heart and recited the Mass confession—‘through my fault, my fault, my most grievous
fault.’ Only mercy: Jesus waits, ever near, listening for mercy’s cry.
Of course He has members. I waited as long as I could to call my accountability folks and that
helped. I told Annette and vowed to put back on the filter (I’ll take Covenant Eyes over DemonEyes any day). Done. In the light yes but still bearing the poison, I raced on foot to a nearly parish
for Mass. The hot sun seemed to bore a hole through my compromised skin. First reading—Ezekiel
36: 25—‘I will sprinkle clean water on you and you will be clean; I will cleanse you from all you
impurities and all your idols.’ I did not know the priest but waited for him anyway, hoping he might
hear my confession. He did and as he pronounced forgiveness he asked that God restore my eyes
to behold once more the beauty of humanity.
The beauty of humanity. Wow. That’s what porn poisons—true sight of man for woman , woman for
man. My vision of humanity was desecrated early on by porn, so young that I must choose daily
now to see real beauty. And to praise God for it. Mercy alone liberates both. Thank you Jesus.
You need not fight alone. God has members, and some of His best are hosting an in-depth
workshop for men seeking to overcome porn and other sexual behavior problems. It’s a 3-day
intensive in Kansas from September 15-17th. Register at WWW.MYHOUSEKANSAS.ORG or
call 8167866063.
Stop poisoning yourself; reclaim beauty.
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